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Leadership in the way of Christ
Cover photograph: In Libertad, Colombia, Osmery Tejedor and other young people are developing leadership skills and carrying out projects to improve their community.

RICK COBER BAUMAN, MCC CANADA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I remember the summer of 1981 when I was a young
MCC volunteer in Sachigo Lake, a tiny, fly-in Oji-Cree
community in Northwestern Ontario. No experience in
my 21-year life had been as transformative.
As I look back, it was a remarkable time of learning –
and of leadership development. I’m grateful to have been
part of MCC’s long and sacred practice of investing in
people under 30.
We need to continue to celebrate and cultivate the leadership capacities emerging in younger MCC workers from Afghanistan to Alberta,
from Burundi to B.C.
In recent travels, I encountered a host of amazing leaders:
• two former IVEPers, one who is now the senior leader in a national Anabaptist
church, and the other successfully managing a poultry farm supplying eggs to
his community in Kenya;
• current young staff in Nepal who are stepping into responsible and visionary
roles with MCC;
• older MCC leaders deeply commited to inviting younger colleagues to step up
and lean in.
In this issue, you will meet Omery and Lani, two young women who encounter
each other through MCC’s Seed program in Colombia. Not just any leadership
development will do in a country recovering from decades of brutal war. This is
revolutionary, non-violent leadership “that is humble and comes from the community itself.”
We invite you to join with MCC as we invest in young Jesus-followers who are
seeking God’s kingdom come and God’s will be done on earth.
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local churches and communities. After
coordinating the summer youth dropin program at Morrow Gospel Church
in Winnipeg, she decided to become
a teacher. “[Summerbridge] built my
confidence in what I can do when God
and I work together,” she says. Learn
more about MCC’s Summerbridge
program in Canada at mcccanada.ca/
summerbridge.

Jordan
Sewing kits

In Jordan, MCC sewing kits provide
quality tools that help Syrian refugees
like Hana earn income they need to
support their families. In Syria, Hana’s
husband was a skilled tailor. When the
couple received an MCC sewing kit,
Hana was determined to increase her
sewing skills. Now, with instruction
from her husband, she is earning money
as a tailor and hopes to design clothes Lao PDR
and have her own shop in the future. Peace and leadership
Hana, her husband and their four chil- In the Lao People’s Democratic
dren also received an MCC hygiene kit Republic, volunteers with an MCC
and six comforters. (Hana’s last name partner Mittaphab (meaning friendand names of other family members are ship) hold peace camps for youth,
such as these in Vientiane Province.
withheld for security reasons.)
Peace camps bring together youth
from different backgrounds and help
volunteers develop leadership skills.

Haiti
Legal assistance

Haiti’s prisons are notoriously overcrowded, and people who are arrested
can wait months for a preliminary
hearing. MCC supports a network of
volunteer lawyers, including from left
Siméon Jean and Siméon Valet (shown
with pastor Venel Lundy), who provide pro bono services, prioritizing
single parents accused of nonviolent
offenses. The idea grew out of the
experience of former MCC worker Ted
Oswald, who before joining MCC was
an attorney with a Christian legal aid
clinic in the U.S. “There, lawyers were
counsellors and defenders, friends and
ministers of the gospel,” says Oswald.
The idea spread as he talked with Jean,
a Haitian pastor finishing legal studies,
and Valet, a lawyer becoming a pastor.

Sewing kit
In many places where MCC works, sewing skills open doors to new possibilities,
including additional income that can help a family make ends meet.

Contents (NEW items only):

Canada
Summerbridge

Ashley Penner (left) believes that
churches should be gathering places for
the community, including youth, yearround. “The church should be alive
even in summer because kids have free
time,” she says. In 2017 Ashley took
part in Summerbridge, an MCC program where young adults from diverse
cultural backgrounds work in their

3 spools white thread (all-purpose;
cotton/poly or 100% polyester; min.
250 yds.)
3 spools black thread (all-purpose;
cotton/poly or 100% polyester; min.
250 yds.)
1 metric fabric tape measure (plastic
or fibreglass; 150 cm; inch marking
optional)
1 thimble (metal; medium size)
1 dressmaker shears (good quality)
1 package needles (min. 25; assorted
sizes)

1 pkg straight pins (min. 80; round
plastic heads preferred)
Shirt-style buttons (12; black or white;
size ½–1 inch or 12–25mm; place loose
buttons in a resealable plastic bag)
Sew-on snaps (min. 20; assorted sizes)
Safety pins (min. 10; assorted sizes)
Sewing kits are distributed in a useful
double drawstring cloth bag (30 cm x 43
cm/11¾in x 16¾in). You may sew the
bag yourself, request bags from a
drop-off location or donate contents that
we will place in a bag. For bag instructions or drop-off locations, contact your
nearest MCC office (see page 2) or go to
mcccanada.ca/kits.
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Cover
story

Learning to lead
through relationship
In Colombia, MCC workers
and MCC-supported programs
strive to develop leadership
skills that mirror Anabaptist
values of service grounded in
listening and learning.
STORY BY MARLA PIERSON LESTER
P H O T O S B Y C O L I N VA N D E N B E R G

COLOMBIA

A

s a teenager raised in
the tension and fear
of Colombia’s years
of armed conflict,
Osmery Tejedor loved
to hear people talk
about the time before.
She soaked up stories
of how people in her
small coastal community of Libertad used to
leave their doors open late into the night and
how, if someone was planting yuca or rice, others would come to help.
She and other youth longed to see the community rebuild that trust and togetherness, and
they began to meet to see how they could help
make that happen.
4
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But even meeting was difficult. For years,
residents of Libertad lived with the terror that
expressing opinions or sharing views could
spark a threat against their lives by an armed
group. And that feeling lasted long beyond the
most direct dangers to the community.
In 2014 when Tejedor, then 16, and others
started forming a youth group, 10 years had
passed since Libertad had regained independence from the armed group that had occupied
it. Yet a deep fear remained.
“We were scared of sharing with people we
didn’t know,” she says.
As if this didn’t make meeting hard enough,
Tejedor and others had no experience leading
or even being part of group activities.
That’s where MCC came in.

In Libertad, near Colombia’s Caribbean coast,
Osmery Tejedor talks about the role MCC workers
have played in helping her and other youth develop
leadership skills to improve their community.

Around the world, MCC partners
with local organizations, communities
and churches in projects that empower
and equip people to work for change
for themselves and their neighbours.
So when MCC worker Lani Pickard
was invited to Tejedor’s group, her role
was not to take the lead or set objectives, but to ask questions and provide
resources that would help Tejedor and
others move the group forward.
“I didn’t do things for them, but I
helped them know the route,” recalls

Pickard, who is from Excelsior,
Minnesota, and was living and serving
in Libertad through MCC’s two-year
Seed program.
Tejedor and others who formed
Organización Juvenil Fomentadora
de Paz, or Youth Organization for
Promoting Peace, had big aims. They
knew they wanted to help reweave the
social fabric of trust that had been torn
by the conflict. But how?
Support
from
Pickard
and
Sembrandopaz (Sowing Peace), the

Colombian MCC partner organization
that Pickard worked with, was critical.
“They were the base of our own formation,” Tejedor remembers.
Sembrandopaz works throughout
the region in communities affected by
the armed conflict and emphasizes discussion, reflection, grassroots projects
and advocacy. Pickard helped youth
look at their strengths and challenges and decide what tangible actions
the group could take to bring people
together and improve Libertad.
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Today, four years after forming, a
core group of 10 young people continues to meet about once a month,
carrying out projects from community
cleanups to partnering with the local
police in establishing a recycling program. The group has sent letters to
universities and the government entity
for technical and career training, asking them to bring educational opportunities to Libertad.
“Now we’re creating our own processes and projects we can carry out as
youth,” Tejedor says.
With this group, as with other youth
organizations that MCC workers
and Sembrandopaz have encouraged
throughout the region, the lessons run
deeper than activities or plans.
MCC and its partners are striving
to build the kind of leadership that

6
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mirrors Anabaptist values of respect leadership that is humble and comes
and care for others, of service that is from the community itself,” Esquivia
grounded in humility and dedicated to says. “With MCC we share the same
ideology.”
listening and learning.
Building the skills of others, along
“This is really the essence of
Anabaptism — how we can serve with with listening and reflecting individuhumility,” says Ricardo Esquivia, ally and as a group, are cornerstones
Mennonite peace activist and founder of MCC’s Seed program.
Seed brings together teams of young
of Sembrandopaz. “Jesus said follow
adults, ages 20 to
me and serve others.”
30, from around the
Through years of
world to live in local
war, Esquivia says,
This is really
communities
and
Colombia has seen
serve with churches or
heads
of
armed the essence of
groups,
narcotraf- Anabaptism — how MCC partners such
as Sembrandopaz for
fickers and others
impose their own we can serve with two years.
In a world where
paths on communi- humility.”
tangible tasks and
ties and put themgoal-setting are prized, Seed asks
selves over others.
“That’s why we need this type of young people to enter a community

MCC worker Lani Pickard, left,
meets with Jocabeth Canoles,
a young leader with the group
Jóvenes Provocadores de Paz
(Youth Peace Provocateurs),
in the mountains near
Colombia’s Caribbean coast.
After finishing MCC’s Seed
program, Pickard served with
MCC partner Sembrandopaz
from 2015 to 2017, working
with youth leaders and with
psychosocial support
programs for communities in
the coastal region.

with as few expectations as possible — to not
assume they know what is best for the community or even what is most needed — and
to spend the first few weeks investing intense
effort in listening, learning and building relationships with local people.
“There are many ways that can look. It can
sometimes feel like it’s beneath you, like it’s
not part of the work. But that’s part of your
job too,” stresses Giles Eanes of Harrisonburg,
Virginia, a former Seed participant and cofacilitator for the Seed program in Colombia
from 2015 to February 2018.
Workers live as part of the community. The
families of Libertad don’t have regular access
to running water. So neither did Seed participant Albin Sanchez as he lived and served in
Libertad from 2016 to February 2018.
As he returned to his Mennonite Brethren
church and community of La Cumbre,
Colombia, he carried with him lessons from
this time — from how to treat others with
deep respect to seeing how people maintain
hope even in the face of steep challenges.

“Thinking in a spiritual way, I can see Jesus
in the people — a humble, simple Jesus that
can relate to anybody,” he says. “Even though
I’m from the outside, they welcomed me as a
son. I see Jesus reflected in this warmth.”
Like other MCC assignments that include
living in a community or with a host family, service in Seed is holistic — encompassing
aspects of life far beyond a job description.
Take Pickard. A fan of the sport of Ultimate
and longing to be more active, she began taking out a Frisbee™ and inviting others to play.
Ultimate doesn’t have a referee and requires
players to work with each other to figure out
how to resolve conflicts, which, she recalls, at
first provoked a lot of yelling and frustration.
But the tools needed to work through conflicts on the field were the same ones that
Sembrandopaz was promoting to sow peace
in communities — whether respect, teamwork,
honesty and responsibility or an emphasis on
gender equality and including all.
Ultimate became a creative way to start conversations about deeper values, and some of

Tossing a Frisbee™ is more than fun. For Miguel
Andres Castro Soto, right, shown with Keimer Jose
Vergara, 6, and Giles Eanes, who was co-facilitator
for MCC’s Seed program, playing the sport of
Ultimate sparked interest in working with others for
the good of the community and led him to insights
on peace and teamwork he now shares with others.
A C OM M ON P L A C E S U MME R 2 0 1 8
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As part of MCC’s Seed program, Albin
Sanchez of La Cumbre, Colombia, lived in
Libertad and supported the work of MCC
partner Sembrandopaz from 2016 to 2018.
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the youth attracted by the sport then went on to become
involved in other initiatives to improve their communities, such as Tejedor’s group.
Additional teams formed in other communities. And
as Pickard and youth from Libertad taught others how
to play, they incorporated the lessons they had learned
in resolving conflicts and respecting others. Today, youth
continue to spread lessons in both Ultimate
. . . I can see Jesus and peacebuilding to
new communities, and
in the people — a
an annual tournament
humble, simple
brings players together.
Jesus that can
Last year, Pickard was
visiting
another commurelate to anybody.”
nity in the region when
some young people, seeing a foreigner, called her over and
offered to teach her how to throw.
“That was great,” she recalls. It’s exactly the aim: The
tools brought through MCC are put to work by entirely
different groups of people.
And as Tejedor and others use what they’ve learned,
they continue to work to build opportunities not just for
themselves but for all.
“I know that the problems that I have are not only my
problems, but most of the youth in the community have
the same problems,” says Tejedor. “The way I look at it,
it’s better if we can bring opportunities to the community
so everyone can take advantage of them instead of looking for single opportunities outside the community.”
Marla Pierson Lester is managing editor of A Common
Place. Colin Vandenberg is a photographer in Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

Give a gift — Where needed most

Whether responding to a disaster or working in agriculture or peace, MCC workers and partners strive to
nurture leadership skills and empower people to work
for the good of their own communities. You can help.
Give in the enclosed envelope, donate online at
donate.mcccanada.ca or call your nearest MCC office
(see page 2).
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First person

Alejandra Arboleda
A participant in MCC’s
Seed program reflects
on her journey.
AS TOLD TO MARLA PIERSON LESTER

G

rowing up in
the Mennonite
Brethren
church in Cali,
Colombia, I
heard a lot of
stories about
Jesus
being
salt and light.
And I heard many things about people
being oppressed.
The Bible stories were always told to
me as a fight for justice. The story of
Moses was a struggle to gain freedom
from slavery. Joseph and his brothers
showed that it was possible to forgive.
What could I offer in this context to be
salt and light?
I did my undergraduate degree in
social work. As I was finishing a master’s degree in human rights, I applied
to MCC’s Seed program and went to
the community of Pichilín which is in
the mountains about an hour from
Colombia’s Caribbean coast. For Seed,
the important thing was you come in
and get to know the community.
I arrived in the Christmas season.
There were a lot of parties, a lot of
music. What I didn’t like was that they
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wanted me to dance. I called a Seed
worker in Chocó (another region of
Colombia). She was at a church vigil.
I was at a dance. We both wanted to
trade places.
In the first few weeks, I made a drawing of Pichilín in my diary. It’s a really
small community, about 50 families. I
said, it’s possible to get to know all the
families here.
Each morning I’d wake up early and
go milk my neighbour’s cow, then I’d
visit house to house drinking coffee.
Each evening, I would mark in my diary the houses where I’d been and write
all that had happened.
I’m an introvert, but I had to take
initiative and ask questions. I had to
talk to people I didn’t know, and I was
learning how to do this.
After the holiday season, I began to
talk with Seed leaders, Sembrandopaz
(Sowing Peace; the MCC partner
organization I was working with) and
the community about what my work
would be.
The community wanted me to teach
math to children. Sembrandopaz, in
response to the violence of Colombia’s
armed conflict, asked Seed workers

to help develop a curriculum on topics like trauma, nonviolence and laws
affecting victims of the armed conflict.
I started teaching math and working on the curriculum. And I started
asking questions. Was there a victims
group in Pichilín? Were there groups to
organize community work?
There were groups, I learned, but
they weren’t meeting. With others in

When I arrived, the health centre was where all the
bats lived. The day the paramilitaries had come, they
had taken women and children to the centre, then
had killed men in the community. The centre was left
untouched after that.
With the health group, we started providing
cleaning days. We cleaned the roof, we got all the
bats out. One young person in the community was
a nurse, and the
group made a kit of
I would ask,
supplies for him.
I never think of
‘What do you want
myself as a leader
to do? . . . What help but as someone
do you need?’”
who accompanies
and helps strengthen those who are leaders. I would ask, “What do
you want to do? Who’s going to do it? What help do
you need?”
The community had leadership. The people had
the capacity to do all this but because of the fear they
had, because of all that had happened in the community, they weren’t doing it.
I also learned the importance of being able to talk
about losses.
After I finished working with MCC through Seed,
I did some work with Edupaz (whose name is a
combination of the words education and peace).
Through this, I was sent to a rural church and community to work on an advocacy plan to show what
the community suffered during the violence.
When I arrived, though, people couldn’t even
express what happened to them. Without my Seed
experience, I maybe would have gone to the mayor’s
office or to the media as part of an advocacy strategy
to bring public attention to the losses.
Instead, I looked at the importance of people being
able to express themselves.
With the pastor, we started to do Bible studies over
the next year. We looked at Moses, the Sermon on
the Mount, Jesus, Zaccheus. We talked about reparations. How did the community feel when Zaccheus
repaid them? What do people here hope for?
The church was very afraid of being involved in
politics, but eventually they had a march for peace,
and the community basically told the guerrillas and
the army that both needed to repent. Speaking out
was a way of making visible what they believed, and
the community, we gathered an assembly and talked also of protecting themselves.
about how to get groups going.
For me, it’s critical not to just follow a plan but to
The reconciliation group, at first, didn’t seem very really discuss with the community what’s important.
important. It was just planning parties. As I got to This takes more time, but it feels more personal.
know families, though, I learned there was a lot People in the community are in control.
of resentment because of links to different armed
groups. Parties were a way of enjoying time together Alejandra Arboleda of Cali, Colombia, served in
and of the community meeting together. We celebrat- MCC’s Seed program from 2013 to 2015. When
ed Mother’s Day, Father’s Day. This helped relation- interviewed in late 2017, she was working with
ships flow a little bit better.
Edupaz, an MCC partner based in Cali, Colombia.
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Feature
story

Lessons from IVEP
help grow hope
Experience gained in Canada and
the U.S. sparks new ideas and
opportunities for farmers in Lesotho.
STORY BY RACHEL BERGEN
P H O T O S B Y M AT T H E W S A W AT Z K Y

LESOTHO

R

orisang Moliko backs a truck
into a covered shed storing
maize and beans and hooks it to
a tractor to restart the battery.
Later in the day he’ll check on
vegetables in the fields to make
sure there is enough straw covering them to conserve water.
Moliko is the demonstration farm manager at Growing Nations Trust, an
MCC partner in Maphutseng, Lesotho, whose staff
research different methods of agriculture and teach
people in the community about ideas and techniques
they can use in their fields.
Each day in his job, he uses the skills he honed during a year in Canada through MCC’s International
Volunteer Exchange Program (IVEP). “It helped me
a lot to go to Canada,” he says.
In 2012–2013, he served as a volunteer with
Willow View Farms in Abbotsford, British
Columbia, a farm that grows apples, plums, pears,
pumpkins and vegetables.
Before Moliko left for IVEP, he worked at Growing
Nations as a gardener, primarily weeding and carry-
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ing out similar tasks, and didn’t have a guaranteed
job upon his return to Lesotho.
His experiences in Canada, though, gave him the
skills he needed to become the demonstration farm
manager at Growing Nations.
Moliko refers to his work at Willow View as a
mentorship. He learned to farm apples and winter
vegetables and also how to work on equipment.
“Now I’m able to drive the tractor, I’m able to fix
it when it has a problem, I’m able to fix
pipes and electricity. I can’t say I’m a
professional, but when there are some
problems, I can fix them,” he says.
I learned that
Like many people who have taken
talking to God
part in IVEP through the years, Moliko
says his time in Canada shaped how he was like talking
lives out his faith, including his prayer to your friend.”
life. “I learned that talking to God was
like talking to your friend,” he says.
Moliko isn’t the only IVEP participant to bring
new skills in agriculture back to Lesotho and
Growing Nations Trust.
Moliko Lekhera, general farm manager for
Growing Nations, was in IVEP in 2011–2012. He

Former IVEP participants gather at Growing Nations Trust in Maphutseng, Lesotho. This group
includes (back row, from left) Peiso Makhube, Lebohang Mokhethi Motseki, Molibeli Kheele
and MCC Seed program participant Nkosingiphile Mkhombe. In the front row (from left) are
Moliko Lekhera, Refiloe Kulubane, Mohau Phooko, Rorisang Moliko and Nkhatoheng Mphi.

says his year at Fry Road Nursery in
Albany, Oregon, developed his interest in farming innovation, marketing
and agricultural economics.
Inspired by that experience, he went
on to get additional training and education in Lesotho and Zimbabwe,
which he used to help Growing
Nations begin to produce local seeds
to sell to farmers.
Most seeds used in the area are
grown in the neighbouring country
of South Africa, often in areas with a
different climate. “We are just one of
a few people producing seeds in the
country,” he says.
IVEP also played a role in growing

his faith. “I was lonely sometimes and
I had to rely more on God,” he says.
“I believe God helped me finish IVEP
because farming is what I want to do.”
Lekhera notes that most people
separate their work in agriculture and
their Christianity.
But at Growing Nations, he’s bringing both his farming knowledge and
his faith together as the organization
promotes an approach called Farming
God’s Way, which encourages conservation agriculture by using biblical
language and principles of caring for
God’s earth.
Through the years, a number of
Growing Nations staff members have

been to Canada or the U.S. through
IVEP, and several have been to Willow
View Farms.
Cheryl and Murray Siemens of
Willow View began having IVEP
participants serve on their farm in
Abbotsford after Elmer Stobbe, a fellow
church member at South Abbotsford
Church, a Mennonite Brethren congregation, completed a short-term MCC
assignment at Growing Nations.
Coming to Willow View Farms —
with its variety of fruits and vegetables including some like pumpkins and squash that are grown in
Lesotho — provides skills and experiences that can be more easily used
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IVEP: A world of connections
Since MCC’s International Volunteer Exchange
Program began in 1950, some 3,802 young
people from 79 different countries have spent a
year serving in Canada or the U.S. (Today, IVEP
has about 60 new participants a year,
representing more than 25 countries.)
They live with host families, worship in local
congregations and serve in volunteer assignments
such as at a farm, a school, a retirement home or
an MCC Thrift shop. In each setting, Anabaptists in
Canada and the U.S. have a chance to learn from
and share with IVEP participants.
And participants take what they have learned
back home, enriching their home churches,
communities and organizations such as Growing
Nations. Many have become leaders in their
congregations and denominations.

1–50
51–100
101–200
200+
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participants by sending country

During IVEP in British Columbia, Thabang
Mpokathe saw how greenhouses protected
young seedlings. He brought the idea back
home, and he and his wife Tlalane Mpokathe
now run a seedling business out of their
greenhouse in Mohales Hoek, Lesotho.

back in Lesotho than, for instance,
a large-scale chicken or grain farm.
“What they would learn would be
transferrable,” Murray Siemens says.
That’s worked well for Thabang
Mpokathe.
Down a bumpy, hilly road in the town
of Mohales Hoek, Mpokathe owns and
operates Qalakheng Evergreen Farms
with his wife, Tlalane. In 2011–2012,
he was at Willow View through IVEP.
“I came to Willow View Farms
and it really changed my perspective
as to how to perceive farming as a
business,” says Mpokathe, who had
also learned about farming through
Growing Nations.
“We worked hard there. I met people there who played a role in my life.
They really changed my life.”

He also got an idea for a business.
Mpokathe saw Murray Siemens
start his plants in a small greenhouse,
and then plant the seedlings out in the
fields when they were strong enough.
Lesotho can get quite cold and windy,
so Mpokathe thought that vulnerable
plants like tomatoes could benefit from
being started in greenhouses — relatively uncommon structures in Lesotho.
He even started on the idea while at
Willow View, working with Stobbe to
develop a business plan and the steps
needed to carry it out.
In 2013, the plans became reality.
Mpokathe secured a loan to build a
greenhouse, and he dedicated part of
it to growing tomatoes to harvest and
another part to starting vegetable seedlings to sell.

“I saw huge growth in the seedling
business,” he says. Soon, he dedicated his entire greenhouse to seedlings,
starting pepper, tomato, potato, lettuce and spinach plants to sell. He says
people have come all the way from
Maseru, the capital of Lesotho, to buy
his product and he has contracts with
local supermarkets that sell his plants.
With
this
business
growth,
Mpokathe has been able to hire local
labourers, helping benefit the economy. He’s also helped others build their
own greenhouses.
“IVEP played a remarkable role in
this project,” he says.
Rachel Bergen is a writer for MCC
Canada. Matthew Sawatzky is a photographer in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Give a gift — Youth leadership skills

Your gift gives young people new chances to develop leadership skills and serve in the name of Christ. Give in the
enclosed envelope, donate online at donate.mcccanada.ca or call your nearest MCC office (see page 2).
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Feature
story

Reading the Bible in Mexico
A participant in MCC’s Serving
and Learning Together program
reflects on how a new context
led to new insights.
STORY BY QUINN BRENNEKE
PHOTO BY ANNA VOGT

MEXICO

A

s a teacher in
south
Texas
before I joined
MCC’s Serving
and Learning
Together
(SALT)
program, I noticed
patterns as my
students learned to understand and
think about the stories we read in class.
Life experience, or background knowledge, matters a lot when one reads.
I will always remember a student
who thought it was strange that a character in our book wore a “fleece.” She
asked me, “Why would he put fleas on
himself?!” In the hot climate of south
Texas, my young student thought first
of “fleas” rather than “fleece.”
Living in Mexico for SALT has given
me a lot of new background knowledge. Like my student who heard
16
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“fleas” instead of “fleece,” I am finding that I hear and read things differently than I did before. Particularly
when I read the Bible, I have found
new understanding and clarity in many
passages.

You shall also love the
stranger, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt.
(Deuteronomy 10:19)
Among the many commands that
God gives Moses in the book of
Deuteronomy, several have to do with
how to treat non-Israelites who migrate
to and through Israel — in other words,
immigrants.
Those rules have an obvious connection to my work as a migration program assistant for an MCC partner
organization, Voces Mesoamericanas
(MesoAmerican Voices), in Chiapas,
Mexico, and my experience of being a

“stranger” myself here in Mexico.
Reading those verses with new background knowledge makes them evermore clear.
God is straightforward in his instructions to Moses about immigrants: love
them. In fact, as I read through the
Old Testament, this same instruction
is recurring. Very often (more than in
Deuteronomy alone) God commands
his followers to show love, hospitality
and justice to immigrants.
These commands are mixed together with multiple stories of migration.
Take for example the biblical stories of
Sarah and Abraham, Naomi and Ruth,
Joseph and Mary, or the apostle Paul.
Even Jesus and his disciples did quite
a bit of migrating during their lives.
Throughout Scripture, God is clearly
present in the lives of these migrants,
keeping them safe and using their
movement to accomplish God’s plans.

Through MCC’s
SALT program,
Quinn Brenneke
lives in San
Cristóbal de las
Casas, Mexico.
He works with
migration issues,
lives with a host
family, worships in a
local congregation
and often visits his
favourite coffee
shop, Frontera.

Based on my experiences in Mexico,
I now come to these stories with new
questions.
Did Sarah and Abraham ever get
mixed up speaking a new language?
Did Naomi and Ruth ever get lost on
their way to the market in Bethlehem?
Did Joseph and Mary like Egyptian
food? Did Paul have to wait for hours
in customs in Rome?
I imagine that immigrants in the U.S.
and Canada will come to these stories
with other questions based on their
particular experiences, too.
Perhaps they might ask, did any
of these biblical migrants feel unwelcome? Were they ever mistreated? Was
migrating their only option to escape
violence or poverty?
All of these questions will bring
readers into deeper understanding of
the text, and for Christians, a deeper
understanding of God.

Imagine all of the insight that is
missed when Bible readers don’t take
time to listen to the migration stories of
immigrants in their own communities.
How much more will Christians
understand God when they embrace
immigrants as their neighbours with
love, hospitality and justice!

“Wait for the Lord…”
(Psalm 27:14)
The Spanish verb esperar means “to
wait” and “to hope.”
I’ve been paying attention to these
translation details because I sometimes translate documents at work and
I help my host sister with her English
homework at home.
How does one explain the difference
between waiting and hoping?
Words like these present a challenge
in translating biblical passages —

and an opportunity for understanding
them better.
In pondering this, I realized that,
for me, waiting for something means I
know it will happen.
The text instructing me to, “Wait for
the Lord,” also now speaks to me as,
“Know that God is going to act and
allow time to prove it true.”
This shapes my understanding of
how I am called to wait for God. Both
in the challenging work in migration I
see here in Mexico and in all my life,
God will move, no doubt.
Through MCC’s Serving and
Learning Together program, Quinn
Brenneke is serving in Chiapas,
Mexico, from August 2017 through
July 2018. Brenneke is from Fort
Wayne, Indiana, and is a member of
Iglesia Menonita Buenas Nuevas in
San Juan, Texas.
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On assignment

“To witness how the IVEPers
grow during their term is a
real blessing.”
KATIE LABAN

IVEP coordinator
Name: Katie Laban
Hometown: Winnipeg, Manitoba
(Many Rooms Church Community)
Assignment: I work with young
adults in Manitoba who are part
of MCC’s International Volunteer
Exchange Program (IVEP).

ing it was at times! To witness how
the IVEPers grow during their terms is
a real blessing for me. It’s also really
fun to showcase winter activities here
in Manitoba to those who have never
experienced snow before!

Typical day: Corresponding with all
those involved in IVEP in Manitoba,
including arranging volunteer service
assignments and connecting with host
families and churches. I often get to
work away from my desk: visiting IVEP
participants in their service assignments
or facilitating weekend activities.

Moments of connection: At our
last winter retreat, we had a “spiritual
potluck.” Each person shared something from their faith journey during
their IVEP experience, and we ended
with a spontaneous chorus of “How
Great Thou Art,” sung simultaneously
in multiple languages. We were sitting
in the loft of a wood cabin on a snowy
field, and it felt something like heaven,
I think.

Joys: Observing young people overcome challenges during their service
terms. I’ve served internationally, and
I can clearly remember how challeng-

Challenge: When participants struggle. Sometimes there is no quick fix to
the challenges they’re experiencing, and
the only answer is to walk alongside.

18
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From left, IVEP participants Mandla
Lukhele (Swaziland); Mina Emil Botros
Garas (Egypt); Natalia Vaca Bastidas
(Colombia); Nontokozo Ndlovu (Zimbabwe); Julia Khair (Palestine); and Davi
Butzke (Brazil), shown with MCC Manitoba
IVEP Coordinator Katie Laban, visit winter
ice castles in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Every year through MCC’s International
Volunteer Exchange Program (IVEP),
60 young people come from more than
25 countries to volunteer in Canada or
the U.S. and live with local families. Want
to learn more about becoming a host
family? Email ivep@mcc.org or go to
mcccanada.ca/ivep.

Find your place
Go to serve.mcccanada.ca, contact your
nearest MCC office or follow @servemcc
on Twitter to learn about current service
opportunities. MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to Christian
faith, active church membership and
biblical peacemaking.

for children

COLOMBIA
How do you say hello in Spanish?

hola
(Say “OH-lah”)

My name is Sharol Osuna Salinas.
Age: 7
Lives in: El Progreso, Soacha, Colombia
I live with my mother, my grandmother, my aunt and
three younger cousins in an area outside Bogotá,
Colombia’s capital city.
I wake up at 6, eat breakfast and walk to school
with my mother. At school, we study math, Spanish,
English, writing and reading, geography and other
subjects. We read Bible stories and talk about them.
On Fridays, we go to the computer room.
Our school (which is supported by MCC and Colombia’s
Mennonite Brethren Church) meets in the same space as a
church. For break, we go into a large room and play games. Tag
is my favourite. Then we go back to study. At noon, we wash our
hands and eat lunch. Then we leave for the day.

My favourite food: pasta
My favourite subject: math

After school, I play with my cousins and do homework. I help my mother
sweep the floor or dust. I like to play with dolls.

What I want to be: doctor

Gracias Señor por el pan (Thank you Lord for bread)
This prayer is common in Colombia and is often sung in Spanish before meals by MCC workers
and MCC church partners in Colombia. Fill in the word that goes in the blanks below.

Thank you, Lord, for
. Give
to those who are hungry.
And a hunger for justice to those of us who have
.
Thank you, Lord, for
.
We invite you to pray this prayer at your dinner table or with friends or family and talk about
what it means to you.
Print more copies uu mcccanada.ca/hello
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See how MCC is helping young people develop leadership skills and gain experience serving in the name
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